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The STD-Heron™ is supplied with a mounting kit containing the following components:
♦
♦
♦

2 self-tapping screws
4 rubber feet
2 adhesive strips
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INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

The STD-Heron™ can be fixed to a surface by using the self-tapping screws or the
double-sided adhesive strips.

The STD-Heron™ can be fixed to a surface by using the self-tapping screws or the
double-sided adhesive strips.

Mounting with screws:

Mounting with screws:

•

•

mount the stand directly to the surface using the self-tapping screws.

mount the stand directly to the surface using the self-tapping screws.

Mounting with adhesive strips:

Mounting with adhesive strips:

•

•

carefully clean the bottom surface of the stand and the table surface with alcohol to
remove any impurities that could reduce the adhesion. Remove the protective plastic from
one side of the adhesive strips and stick them on the stand bottom. Then, remove the
plastic from the other side of the strips and affix the stand to the table.

carefully clean the bottom surface of the stand and the table surface with alcohol to
remove any impurities that could reduce the adhesion. Remove the protective plastic from
one side of the adhesive strips and stick them on the stand bottom. Then, remove the
plastic from the other side of the strips and affix the stand to the table.

For a non-fixed desktop use:

For a non-fixed desktop use:

•
•

•
•

carefully clean the bottom surface of the stand.
remove the protective film from the rubber feet adhesive side and stick them in the
corresponding housing on the bottom surface.

carefully clean the bottom surface of the stand.
remove the protective film from the rubber feet adhesive side and stick them in the
corresponding housing on the bottom surface.

It is also possible to fix an optional metal plate inside the stand to make it more suitable for
portable desktop use.

It is also possible to fix an optional metal plate inside the stand to make it more suitable for
portable desktop use.

INSERTION INTO STAND

INSERTION INTO STAND

Pair the reader to the stand paying attention to insert the handle into the stand clip (see figure
above). Correct insertion will be signaled by a beep; then, the reader will be ready to read
barcodes.
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above). Correct insertion will be signaled by a beep; then, the reader will be ready to read
barcodes.
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